Council Expected To Approve Pact

by STEVE HOPKINS

The Oklahoma Journal

The Council expected to approve a settlement in the Oklahoman-Gate-Delphia contract dispute will be announced at a meeting of the Oklahoma City Council scheduled for Monday night.

The settlement would end a three-year-old labor dispute between the city and the two newspapers. The dispute began in 1989 when the city sought to negotiate a new contract with the newspapers, which are owned by Gate-Delphia. The negotiations broke down, and the city and newspapers did not reach an agreement.

The settlement is expected to be announced at the meeting on Monday night. The council will vote on the settlement during the meeting.

Release Of 4 Convicts Demanded

by NANCY GRAY

The Oklahoma Journal

The release of four convicted murderers who escaped from the Oklahoma State Penitentiary last week is expected to be demanded by the Oklahoma State Penitentiary officials.

The four convicts, who escaped from the prison on January 21, were not identified by name or age. However, it is believed that the convicts are members of the Aryan Nation, a white supremacist group.

Officials Negotiate With 9

by JOHN GILLES

The Oklahoma Journal

Oklahoma State Penitentiary officials are expected to begin negotiations with nine inmates who have filed grievances against the prison officials. The inmates, who are currently housed at the State Penitentiary, have filed grievances alleging mistreatment and neglect.

The negotiations are expected to begin on Monday, January 25, and will continue until a settlement is reached. The inmates, who are housed in separate cells, are expected to participate in the negotiations.

Should U.S. Fund Arts?

by STEVE HOPKINS

The Oklahoma Journal

The debate over whether the U.S. should fund the arts is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. The debate has gained momentum in recent years, with many people calling for increased funding for the arts.

The debate has been fueled by a number of factors, including the increasing cost of living, the declining value of the dollar, and the rising cost of public education. Many people believe that the arts are an important part of American culture and should be supported by the government.

"Oregon 2' To Speak On Radio

by JOHN GILLES

The Oklahoma Journal

"Oregon 2," who is expected to speak on radio, has been called the "voice of the people." The person, who is known for their unique voice and message, is expected to speak on a wide range of topics.

The "Oregon 2" phenomenon has gained momentum in recent years, with many people calling for their message to be heard.

Inside News

Support Not Sought

The Oklahoma Journal

Support for the Oklahoma City Council's decision to fight against a proposal to build a new stadium for the Oklahoma City Thunder basketball team has been expressed by members of the council.

The council has made it clear that they are not seeking support for the proposal. Instead, they are expected to fight against the proposal in order to protect the city's financial interests.

Economic Study Group Can't Agree

by JOHN GILLES

The Oklahoma Journal

The Economic Study Group, which was formed to study the economic impact of the proposed stadium, has been unable to reach an agreement.

The group, which includes representatives from the city, the business community, and the public, has been unable to agree on a number of key issues. The group is expected to continue its work in order to come to an agreement.

New York Aid Views Asked

by JOHN GILLES

The Oklahoma Journal

New Yorkers are expected to be asked to provide their views on aid to New York City.

The city is facing a budget crisis, and is expected to seek aid from other cities and states. However, it is not clear how much aid the city will receive.

The city has been able to avoid a budget crisis in recent years, but is now facing a different set of challenges.

Yes Call 737-1103  
No Call 737-1246
A LIFETIME SUPPLY OF FIREWOOD $89.95
16" SET

HAND-MOLDED, CERAMIC GAS logs

HARZFELD'S

20% off

Harzfeld's unsurpassed fashion now at very special savings... choose from such world renowned designers as JULIANELLI, ANDREW GELLER, STANLEY PHILIPSON, ALBERO, ALBRECHT, JINING CHEN, PASPORT AND MANY OTHERS... Add excitement to your wardrobe of evening, dress, dressy and casual shoes with our fabulous sale selection! All sales are final. Sorry no phone or mail orders. Penn Square and Tulsa's Utica Square.

CLOSE-OUT SALE
1975 MODEL
CALORIC GAS RANGES

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES OF HEATING AND AIR COOLING EQUIPMENT UNITS IN OKLAHOMA CITY AND ALL SURROUNDING TOWNS

WE SERIAL ALL MAKES OF HEATING & COOLING EQUIPMENT UNITS IN OKLAHOMA CITY AND ALL SURROUNDING TOWNS

100% RELIABLE

WE SERVE ALL MAKES OF HEATING & AIR COOLING EQUIPMENT UNITS IN OKLAHOMA CITY AND ALL SURROUNDING TOWNS

100% RELIABLE
Women Gaining Equality in Everything Including Crime

Business Review

World-Famous Barber Gets $55 For Haircut

Good Things Made With the Finest Ingredients! — for Volby's Braum's

PLAZA GARAGE

Tulsa's Aviation Co.

Barbering and Hair Styling — by Advanced Students

State Barber College
FINAL WEEK!

GRAND OPENING SALE

BRAND NEW SleepAire FACTORY STORE - 6209 S. 1-35

SPECIAL

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

TRUNDLE BEDS

QUEEN-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

FULL-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

KING-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

$129.95 CASH AND CARRY!

QUEEN-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

FULL-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

KING-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

$149.95

QUEEN-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

$89.95

FULL-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

$69.95

KING-SIZE SET (MATTRESS & FOUNDATION)

$69.95

QUEEN-SIZE PILLOWS 2/C

$19.95

FULL-SIZE PILLOWS 2/C

$19.95

BARBARA HOUDEMANN

SHOES

BRING YOUR CAR POPUP TRAILER AND SAVINGS

$88.55 OPEN DAILY 10AM-9:30PM

CLOSED ON SUNDAY

SAVE AT THE STORE NEAREST YOU!

NATION'S LARGEST FACTORY-TO-YOU!

SMITH

1001 N. MAY • 1-3900

WEST

1610 W. MAIN • 320-9993

CENTRAL

1-800-622-1000

SLEEP AIRE FACTORY STORE

6209 S. I-35

It’s Been Rough Year For The Silver Shoes

Barry Discounts Past

North Fired

Sam Lisle Has His Own Way Of Doing Things

Stanley Likes ‘Early-Season’ Date With OU

Huskers Replace Trojans

New York City

New York City — The New York Daily News has been quiet these days, with few stories about the city's history. But the city has been making headlines, and the latest one is the New York Times.

Barry Discounts Past

In the last few months, Barry has been making headlines with his past performances. But he has also been making headlines with his current performances.

North Fired

In the last few months, North has been making headlines with his past performances. But he has also been making headlines with his current performances.

Sam Lisle Has His Own Way Of Doing Things

In the last few months, Sam has been making headlines with his past performances. But he has also been making headlines with his current performances.

Stanley Likes ‘Early-Season’ Date With OU

In the last few months, Stanley has been making headlines with his past performances. But he has also been making headlines with his current performances.

Huskers Replace Trojans

In the last few months, Huskers have been making headlines with their past performances. But they have also been making headlines with their current performances.
Sims Propels Boomers

Trading Slow As Stock Market Falls 2.04 Points To 838.48

New York Stock Exchange

American